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Maira Kalmanâ€™s joyous celebration of this dazzling landmark brilliantly captures the wonder,

complexity and grandiosity of Grand Central and all the people who are part of it. Kalmanâ€™s witty

text and bright, detailed illustrations bring to life â€œthe biggest, fastest, busiest place there

is.â€•Â Â Â Â  This special hardcover edition is being published to coincide with Grand Centralâ€™s

2013 centennial celebration.
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Author Maira Kalman takes us on a fascinating and entertaining whirlwind tour of Grand Central

Station, "the busiest, fastest, biggest place there is." Meet some of the people who work there from

Lenny Maglione who's in charge of the whole building, Wanda who hears complaints, Ed, the

lightbulb changer, and Marino Marino who makes oyster stew at the Oyster Bar, to Audrey in the

information booth who will answer your questions, Melvin Johnson who helps you find the right train

and step aboard, and Frank Chidester who runs the Lost and Found. And watch the travelers,

waiting, looking up and down and all around, rushing, eating, and going to work, or play, or

appointments, or visits. The action never stops at Grand Central because people need to come and

go all day and all night long..... Ms Kalman's creative text is full of wordplay, puns, energy, humor,



and fun that will send imaginations soaring, and is only outdone by her bold, busy and engaging

artwork. Kids will love poring over all the marvelous detailed illustrations and are sure to find

something new and exciting each and every time they open the book. Perfect for youngsters 5 and

older, Next Stop Grand Central is an innovative smorgasbord of fast-paced action and fun that

transports the reader to this very "grand" place for the adventure of a lifetime. "Trains are trips. And

trips are adventures. And adventures are new ideas and romance and you can't ever know what in

the world will happen which is exactly why you are going." Jump aboard and enjoy!

Not since Roald Dahl has a writer spoken to kids with such respect and imagination. When I read

this to my 4 year old she was filled with questions and ideas and that is all I need to know. Some

people have an unconventional style that fits both children and adults and Maira Kalman is certainly

one of those people. This book and the Max series will be included in the lives of all the children I

will ever know and they will be the happier, more imaginative and more creative for it.

This book rules. I work at Grand Central TERMINAL (not Station!) and Kalman captures the

marevelous energy and wackiness of the building. I can think of few places that offer such a great

opportunity for people watching, and "Next Stop Grand Central" portrays this in a bright and colorful

way that adults and children alike can enjoy.

Maira Kalman's books are full of wonderful wordplay, visual play, and ideas -- a perfect antidote to

all the treacly pap that one finds for kids. This book about New York's Grand Central Station is no

exception. Highly recommended!

I read this book last week for an elementary school storytime, and it was a rousing success.

Questions and riotous laughter abounded. The giant chicken on the tracks was a big hit, especially.

There are lots of small visual gags for the sharp eyed, as well as marvelous wordplay. This is a

book easily enjoyed by adults and children alike.

This fun little picture book shows how Grand Central stays on track through the day -the jobs, the

passengers, the building itself. Crazy illustrations show people, people, people.You will never be

bored because there is always some delicious character and mysterious destination.And oh, the

people!Mel SchmeklenMrs. SauerkrautArthur BeanstalkEthel SchloogleThe Oblensky TwinsOfir

WeissEdith and SelmaSidney SalmonKinda FuchsbaumMitziMrs. OverachieverEinstein and



PasternakOlga SchmedvigHerbert MoosehumpCount and Countess WeinerschnitzelFruity

MetcalfeThe Krupchik tripletsSal MonkfishZagwat HolsteinFun book to read with your family

What can I say...whenever I need a reminder that anything is possible, I turn to Maira Kalmans

books. They remind me that things can be flipped sideways or turned upside down. I wish I could

borrow Maira's eyes and mind and heart so that I can see the world the way she does.

As always, Maira Kalman's books are so funny and wonderful to look at. My grown children still read

them, my grandchildren are discovering them. The character's names, the quirky drawings - I could

live in Ms. Kalman's world!
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